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Reflection 

1. Joshua is pretty harsh toward the people and their pledge of 

faith and service (24:19-20). It turns out that Joshua’s doubt in 

their commitment was pretty accurate. Through the rest of the 

Old Testament and through the Gospels, the majority of God’s 

people act as Joshua thought they would. How does this tragic 

record impact you and how you feel about your own choice to 

fear and serve God? What does this record reveal about God, 

about God’s people, and about the call to faith? 

2. What portions of God’s call on our lives do Christians in our 

culture commonly tend to trim off? How does this compare to 

the choices made by God’s people in the Old Testament and 

during the time of Jesus? If someone were to ask you how to 

avoid falling into the trap of casualizing or culturalizing faith in 

God, what would you share with them?  

3. Inclining one’s heart to God only makes sense if God is the better 

(best!) option. In what ways is God the better option to each of 

the following: financial prosperity, popularity and having many 

friends, self-fulfillment through achievement and competition, 

distraction through entertainment and avoidance, power hoarding 

and maintaining control, enslavement to insecurities, __________? 

How does an abiding faith in God transform each of these parts 

of our lives? 

Action 

1. Make an extensive list of the previous works of God that have 

a direct impact on your life, beginning with creation. Read this 

list at least once each day for a month. 

2. Set aside a time—either alone or with others—and formally 

commit or recommit yourself to fearing and serving God through 

Jesus Christ. Be a witness to your own pledge, counting the cost 

ahead of time.  

3. For as much time as it takes, come alongside someone else and 

help them choose faith—abiding faith in Christ. 

Pray – If studying in a group, pray for one another and for each 

other’s spiritual growth throughout the coming week. 
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Faith People: Chosen Faith  Joshua 24:1-28 

 

Grasping, Sharing, Learning and Appreciating 

1. Read Joshua 24:1-28. In your own words describe what occurs in 

each of the following sections: 24:1, 2-13, 14-15, 16-18, 19-24, 

and 25-28. 

 

2. Compare and contrast God’s description of his generous provision 

(24:2-13) and the description the people give (24:17)? What can 

be the ramifications for faith and trust if God’s people only look 

to what God has done for them in their lifetime? What benefits 

might there be in embracing the whole history of God’s provision 

and sovereign rule?  

 

3. What is the essence of the choice Joshua puts before the people 

in 24:14-15? Given that “fear” in the Bible connotes awe and 

wonder (and maybe a little associated and appropriate fright), 

what would it look like today for people to “fear and serve [God] 

in sincerity and in faithfulness”? Scan Matthew 5-7 to see Jesus’ 

answer to this question. How do you feel about having such a 

faith? What comfort might we find in verses like Matthew 28:20b 

and Luke 18:27? 

 

4. What do you think of Joshua’s description of God in 24:19? What 

similarities/differences do you find between Joshua’s description 

and these New Testament passages: 1 Peter 1:14-16; 1 John 4:7-12; 

Hebrews 6:4-8. 

 

5. In 24:23, Joshua translates a person’s choice for God into the 

actions of putting away foreign gods and inclining their hearts 

to the LORD. What false Gods might Christians in your community 

be harboring that need to be put away if they are to choose God 

faithfully? What have you found helpful in determining to whom 

or to what your heart is inclined? What helps you return/keep/grow 

it toward God? 

 

 

 Sermon Study Guide   

Faith People - Introduction 

There is no denying the centrality of faith for God’s people. It is by 

faith that we are saved, justified and declared righteous. By faith 

we become sons and daughters of God. We’re also called to walk 

by faith, excel in faith, and be sound in faith. And yet not all faith is 

the same. We can be “of little faith” or have “weak faith.” Our faith 

can also be “sincere” and something that others see in us and 

celebrate. In this series we’ll examine faith through the stories of 

several Old Testament characters, learning about our own faith 

through their examples. 

Begin with Prayer – Father, with an expectation that you will use 

this study to grow me/us more into the image of your Son, I/we 

open our hearts and minds to your Spirit. Amen. 

Follow Up on Faith People – Costly Faith – What thoughts, 

questions, actions, etc. resulted in your life this past week as an 

outflow of last week’s sermon study? 

The Sermon’s Main Point – Chosen Faith   

God is both sovereign and holy—not just a little bit, but totally and 

completely. These attributes mean that without God taking the 

initiative, we would be eternally and fully lost. Yet even when 

chosen/elected/predestined by God there remains a choice—will 

we fear and serve him? Our faith response to God’s love is something 

we have to choose. It’s where Joshua and God’s people are at the 

end of Joshua’s life. “Choose this day …” It’s the single most 

consequential and beneficial choice we can ever make. 

Begin – Choose from the following questions to begin thinking 

about the study’s topic. 

1. Would you rather spend a year in space or at the bottom of the 

ocean? Why? 

2. In what areas of life are you really good at making choices? In 

what situations do you find choosing more challenging? 

3. Describe a time when you made what you later considered a 

foolish choice. What did you learn about yourself? Is there a 

choice you are really proud of? Why? 


